Center for Biology + Society

Conversation Series

Join us for a series of conversations at the intersection of biology and society.

Wednesdays, Life Sciences C Wing, Rm 202*

Lunch: anytime between 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m. • Program: 12 - 1 p.m.

Fall 2018

- Sept. 12 Jane Maienschein and Carolina Abboud “Raising the Bar for Embryos in the Law”
- Oct. 17 Sara Brownell and Logan Gin “Inclusive and Elite: Can they co-exist in higher education?”
- Nov. 14 Stephen J. Pyne “Scholar on Fire, Soul on Ice”
  *Special location: Heritage Room, University Club

Spring 2019

Special Theme: Organizing for Biodiversity Conservation in the Age of Extinction
Co-sponsored with SOLS Life Science Ethics program

- Jan. 30 Leah Gerber, Greg Kaebnick, and Elliott Millinor “Organizing concepts in biodiversity conservation”
- Feb. 20 Sharon Hall, Jorge Ramos, and Michelle Sullivan “Organizing professionals for conservation”
- Mar. 27 Beckett Sterner, Michael Schoon, and Theresa Lorenzo “Organizing stakeholder collaborations in biodiversity conservation”
- Apr. 10 Ben Minteer, Jonathan Losos, and Ryan Davila “Organizing institutions for effective biodiversity protection”
  Co-sponsored with the Arizona Zoological Society Endowed Chair

RSVP for lunch headcount
Seating is limited
cbs.asu.edu/conversation-series-rsvp